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A thrilling, innovative novel about the interplay between nature and humankind by the author of
Names on the Land.With Storm, first published in 1941, George R. Stewart invented a new
genre of fiction: the eco-novel. California has been plunged into drought throughout the
summer and fall when a ship reports an unusual barometric reading from the far western
Pacific. In San Francisco, a junior meteorologist in the Weather Bureau takes note of the
anomaly and plots “an incipient little whorl” on the weather map, a developing storm, he
suspects, that he privately dubs Maria. Stewart’s novel tracks Maria’s progress to and beyond
the shores of the United States through the eyes of meteorologists, linemen, snowplow
operators, a general, a couple of decamping lovebirds, and an unlucky owl, and the storm,
surging and ebbing, will bring long-needed rain, flooded roads, deep snows, accidents, and
death. Storm is an epic account of humanity’s relationship to and dependence on the natural
world.



george r. stewart (1895–1980) was born in Pennsylvania and educated at Princeton. He
received his PhD in English literature from Columbia in 1922 and joined the English faculty at
the University of California, Berkeley, in 1924. He was a sociologist, toponymist, and founding
member of the American Name Society, as well as the author of more than twenty books,
including the highly successful novel Earth Abides and several works of American history. In
addition to Storm, NYRB Classics publishes his study of American place names, Names on the
Land.nathaniel rich is the author of Second Nature; Losing Earth, a finalist for the PEN/E. O.
Wilson Literary Science Writing Award and a winner of awards from the Society of
Environmental Journalists and the American Institute of Physicists; and the novels King Zeno,
Odds Against Tomorrow, and The Mayor’s Tongue.STORMGEORGE R. STEWARTIntroduction
byNATHANIEL RICHNEW YORK REVIEW BOOKSNew YorkThe characters of this book—
including Maria—are imaginary. Whenever, as with the Chief and the L. D., the title or office
seemed to suggest an individual, a characterization of the present incumbent has been
avoided. Although the scene is largely in California, the story is not a local-color study, and for
simplification a few alterations of setting have been introduced.THIS IS A NEW YORK REVIEW
BOOKPUBLISHED BY THE NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS435 Hudson Street, New York,
NY 10014Copyright © 1941, 1947 by George R. StewartIntroduction copyright © 2021 by
Nathaniel RichAll rights reserved.First published as a New York Review Books Classic in
2021.Cover image: Albert Bierstadt, Storm in the Mountains, c. 1870; © Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston/Bridgeman ImagesCover design: Katy HomansLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-
Publication DataNames: Stewart, George R., 1895–1980, author. | Rich, Nathaniel, 1980–
writer of introductionTitle: Storm / by George R. Stewart ; introduction by Nathaniel
Rich.Description: New York: New York Review Books, 2021. | Series: New York Review
Books.Subjects: LCSH: Storms—California—Fiction. | GSAFD: Suspense fiction. | Science
fictionClassification: LCC PS3537.T48545 S7 2021 (print) | LCC PS3537.T48545 (ebook) |
DDC 813/.52—dc23LC record available at https://lccn.loc.gov/2020013652LC ebook record
available at https://lccn.loc.gov/2020013653v1.0For a complete list of titles,
visitCONTENTSCoverBiographical NotesCopyright and More InformationIntroduction to the
2021 EditionAuthor's IntroductionSTORMEpigraphDedicationFirst DaySecond DayThird
DayFourth DayFifth DaySixth DaySeventh DayEighth DayNinth DayTenth DayEleventh
DayTwelfth DayINTRODUCTION TO THE 2021 EDITIONStorm is the second-strangest book
ever written about a storm. The strangest, which has never been published in its entirety, is a
memoir by the self-taught artist Henry Darger. At approximately 5,000 pages, The History of
My Life was one of the shortest things Darger ever wrote (his first novel, The Story of the
Vivian Girls, for which his illustrations brought him posthumous celebrity, was three times
longer). Darger begins with an account of his difficult childhood on Chicago’s North Side, his
abandonment to the Illinois Asylum for Feeble-Minded Children, and his escape from the
asylum at the age of seventeen. Though the asylum is about a hundred miles from Chicago,
Darger has no choice but to walk home. Several miles into his journey, two hundred pages into
the memoir, Darger is stopped short by a “stupendous and shocking” vision: a great storm
racing across the plains. “It had far more wallop than even a powerful atomic bomb,” he writes.
“It was a wind convulsion of nature tremendous beyond all man’s conception, immeasurable
beyond all man’s conception, immeasurable beyond measure.” Darger’s description of the
storm’s reign of destruction across southern Illinois fills his memoir’s remaining 4,878
pages.George R. Stewart, born in 1895, three years after Darger, commits a similar act of



narrative insubordination in Storm, which has sold over a million copies in more than twenty
languages. It is commonplace for hack reviewers to credit a novelist with turning an inhuman
presence—a house of seven gables, a man-eating shark, the city of New Orleans—into “a
character of its own.” But actually to do so, to situate an entire novel on the story of an
inanimate, shapeless force, violates a fundamental law of novel writing—that one’s protagonist
should have an inner life, or if not that, free will, or if not that, at the very least a consciousness.
Though the novelistic form, as E. M. Forster has written, is “tirelessly occupied with human
relationships,” Storm’s relationships are only half human, with its center of gravity resting
unevenly on the inhuman half.Stewart credited his inspiration for Storm to an experience that
today, nearly seventy years later, is drearily familiar, at least during our ever-dilating hurricane
seasons: reading in the newspaper of a catastrophic storm. He was in Mexico at the time, an
English professor on sabbatical from the University of California, Berkeley, and was surprised
to find news in the local paper about the large storms of his home state. As he later told an
interviewer, “It seemed to me that anything which was so interesting as to be reported to
people clear off in Mexico, should have a story in it.” He already had a feel for the subject, living
in the Berkeley Hills. “I had watched the winter storm-fronts sweep in from the West with all
their majesty,” he said. “No observing person can live in such a spot without becoming storm-
conscious.” No observing person can live in the twenty-first century without becoming storm-
conscious, but in this, as in so much else, Stewart was decades ahead of his time.To research
the novel he became a storm chaser, grabbing his car keys whenever a weather report
mentioned blizzards or landslides. He rode on a locomotive cowcatcher through Donner Pass
and on a flatcar through Feather River Canyon; he stowed away in the engine of a snowplow
and toured storm-damaged utility plants. Having been impressed with a storm’s “dramatic
values,” he began to realize that a storm “had most of the qualities of a living thing.” “Most” is
the workhorse of that sentence, though Stewart committed to his scheme with Darger-esque
ardor, deciding that the storm would be not only the novel’s subject but, quite literally, its
protagonist.His heroine is born of a dalliance between northern and southern air off the coast
of Japan. After a rapid gestation she quickly begins to grow, devouring atmosphere. “Like a
person,” Stewart writes, a storm “even takes in food, exhausts it of energy, and casts out the
waste,” drawing moisture from the ocean and expelling it as rain. A meteorologist at the
Weather Bureau, developing “a fatherly feeling” for the storm, christens it Maria (pronounced
Ma-RYE-a) because he feels that he “must name the baby.” (Inspired by Storm, the National
Weather Service would begin naming storms in 1953.) The baby eats and sleeps and makes
babbling noises, but it does not stay cute for very long. Soon it grows teeth.In her infancy Maria
develops character, a personality, and even something that resembles feeling. “A storm,” writes
Stewart, “seems to sheer off from a high-pressure area much as the human hand shrinks from
the touched nettle.” Maria even develops an anatomy. She carries herself along “bodily,” sticks
out her “long tongue,” and in a single mixed metaphor gains all four limbs: “long arms of rain
ran miles ahead.” By the time she debuts on the Pacific Coast, she has left her youth behind;
becoming “powerful and sedate in maturity, [she] moved with the steady, sure pace of majesty.”
Maria comes to resemble “a middle-aged person who has grown too individualized, not to say
crotchety, to fit any rules.” After a one-night stand with a mass of tropical air in the South
Pacific, her “eastward bulge” begins to give “a distinct suggestion of mammalian pregnancy.” To
the Junior Meteorologist’s grandfatherly delight, Maria delivers a new storm, Little Maria: “‘Why,
I’ve known your mother,’ he [finds] himself thinking, ‘since she was a little ripple on a cold front
north of Titijima!’” After she expends her vital energies on the Sierra Nevada—her life’s
crowning achievement—Maria mellows into a toothless senescence and a quiet death, while



her daughter, in search of new thrills, heads east, to New York City.A superhuman character
demands a superhuman setting and timeline. Storm begins, and ends, with a cosmic view of
earth—as seen from outer space. The same image of the earth, adrift in blackness, would first
appear in a photograph taken by the crew of Apollo 8 in 1968, a symbol that would launch the
modern environmental movement. Stewart, uncommon for novelists who, as he would later
complain, “want to emphasize the connection of people all the time,” defiantly takes the global
perspective. He traces the narrative of his heroine back to the history of the glaciers that forged
Donner Pass, the influence of the sun’s passage on the trade winds, and the effect of the
earth’s rotation on polar air. “If the earth had not been revolving,” writes Stewart,the frigid air
might merely have moved out in all directions from the pole, pushing beneath the warmer air in
somewhat orderly fashion, as ink spilled upon a blotter seeps out to form an ever larger circle.
But actually the cordon of storms surrounded the polar air, holding it back by the force of their
winds as a line of police, now jostled back a little, now pushing forward, restrains an angry
crowd.As far as Maria’s concerned, her only peers are the mountains and rivers she bestrides,
the trade winds she navigates, and the atmosphere of which, for a brief reign, she is
queen.While Stewart endows Maria with limbs, intelligence, and a personality, his human
characters, some of whom only appear once or twice, are as faceless, anonymous, and
freethinking as the ants they resemble when seen from the troposphere. Most are nameless,
denoted only by professional title: the Navigator, the Secretary of the Trade Association, the
Chief Service Officer. The most prominent of the secondary characters, perhaps to neutralize
their sustained presence in the novel, are further anonymized to abbreviations, the already
lowly Junior Meteorologist reduced to the J. M., the humble Load-Dispatcher to the L. D.
Confronted with the storm’s cunning, Stewart’s men and women respond with either blind self-
interest or the brainlessness of deer. When the Road Superintendent inspects snow-buried
traffic he encounters “one pair of eyes after another staring out stupidly, looking a little
perturbed but just waiting for somebody else to straighten things out.” As an epitaph for our
species, it’s hard to improve. “By God, by God, but civilians were a poor lot of mammals,” thinks
the Flood Control Co-ordinator. “It might be a good thing,” he concludes, “if the whole valley (or
the whole world perhaps) should become only a far-stretching welter of brown waters with a
few heads bobbing about here and there for a little while.” Those final four words are especially
good, a gratuitous sadistic twist.As Stewart elevates the storm to protagonist, and demotes his
human beings to animal passivity, what seems at first a high-concept premise develops into
something more radical. Stewart’s biographer, Donald M. Scott, calls Storm “the first ecological
novel,” which is fair. The term “ecology” was coined in 1866 by the German zoologist Ernst
Haeckel to describe the study of the relationships between living organisms—including human
beings—and their environment. Storm’s drama hangs on the influence of environmental
conditions on human fate, on the revelation of indirect but profound connections between
erosion, ice melt, and vermicular digestion on the intimate lives of Americans who give no
thought to the natural world beyond the daily forecast. Though they don’t tend to realize it, they
are as beholden to the world’s biological cycles as are trees or sow bugs.Stewart’s prose is
never more rhapsodic than when he charts profound transformations that unfold over vast,
inhuman stretches of time: the beaver colony’s work to impede the flow of a mountain creek,
rainwater’s patient assault on limestone canyons, a river’s magic trick of turning a mountain
into a molehill. In his spriteful dramatizations of natural processes, we see Stewart for the kind
of writer he really is. He is not chiefly concerned with writing novels about complex human
imbroglios, like The Petrified Forest or Grand Hotel, which he cited as initial models for Storm.
He is instead a poet-ethicist in the tradition of John Muir, Aldo Leopold, and Annie Dillard, a



dramatist of the natural order and our fragile standing within it.A major running subplot
concerns the decomposition of a cedar tree that first sprouted on a ledge in the Sierra Nevada
in 1579—a drama that reaches its culmination, more than a hundred pages and about three
hundred and fifty years later, when the bole drops down a cliff and snaps a telephone pole.
Stewart follows the ecological ramifications past the mountain range and into society. The
collapse of the cedar leads a Boise man to lose a prospective job, denies a girl in Omaha a
final conversation with her dying mother, and ensures a divorce in Reno. Such chains of events
recur frequently throughout the novel—falling air pressure in Winnipeg causes a storeowner in
Sacramento to buy a new car; heavy rain over central California brings suicides in Florida. The
desperate actions of human beings in response to the storm come to seem as predictable as
the stages of the hydrologic cycle or the circulation of the oceans. As the reader stands back,
counseled by Stewart to take the galactic view, it becomes clear that the panics and euphoria
caused by Maria are not the exceptions but the rule. Maria, after all, is not a particularly severe
storm. It is not even unusual. As Stewart writes, “Other storms would come.”After Storm,
Stewart would write a quartet of ecological novels, all inventive in form and all but one of them
best sellers. The most prominent of these is Earth Abides, which has never gone out of print,
the parable of an ecologist who survives a plague that has killed most of humanity. It would be
a full generation, however, before other novelists tried to apply ecological thinking to their fiction
—a gap in the literary record that we can see plainly from the distance of several decades, as
a paleoclimatologist can detect a drought in the varying widths of tree rings. “Most people are
not interested in the natural background,” Stewart would say near the end of his life, “at least
not most novelists.” It would be two generations before any novelist dared again to attempt that
most ineffable and maddening of subgenres: the climate novel.In The Life and Truth of George
R. Stewart, Scott notes that a little more than a year after Stewart’s death in 1980, a “century-
sized Maria of a storm hit California.” San Francisco received half of its annual rainfall in a day;
eighteen thousand landslides occurred in a night. At Thornton State Beach, a small park just
south of San Francisco that Stewart had frequented, an avalanche of mud buried the George
R. Stewart Nature Trail. Maria, or one of her great-granddaughters, had paid him a tribute. That
storm, in the final analysis, was not unusual either. What was unusual was the existence of the
state park, the product of shortsightedness and unmerited optimism in the powers of human
enterprise: it lay on a vulnerable hillside below Route 35, dangerously exposed to the action of
tides and coastal storms. Four decades later, the park remains closed to the general public.—
Nathaniel RichAUTHOR’S INTRODUCTION“How DID you come to write Storm?” Ever since
publication day that has been what people have asked me, and although the question implies a
compliment as to the originality of the theme and treatment, still it has come to be monotonous,
and I have even begun to recognize the light in the speaker’s eye which leads up to it. I might
have satisfied these questioners and have saved myself some trouble if I could have written an
introduction to begin with, and now that I have a chance to write one, that is certainly the
question to try to answer.There is of course no complete or final explanation. No writer, I
suppose, can remember or identify altogether the sources of his ideas. But to work at the
conscious level, I should say, first of all, that I had lived for fifteen years on the slope of the
Berkeley Hills looking westward to San Francisco Bay and through the Golden Gate to the
horizon-line of the Pacific. From that vantage-ground I had watched the winter storm-fronts
sweep in from the West with all their majesty. No observing person can live in such a spot
without becoming storm-conscious.More specifically, in the winter of 1937–38 I was living in
Mexico. Some of the storms that struck California were reported in the local newspapers.
Reading in Spanish about what was happening in my own state, I was doubly impressed with



the dramatic values of a California storm. I then definitely, although vaguely, got the idea for a
story thus centered. This story, as originally conceived, fell into a familiar enough pattern, that
is, the adventures of many unrelated or slightly related people all happening to be affected by
the same event.But after I had returned to California and really begun to work on meteorology,
I realized that I had something more than that. A storm itself had most of the qualities of a
living thing. A storm could be a character, even the protagonist. Deep in Sir Napier Shaw’s four-
volume Manual of Meteorology I read that a certain meteorologist had even felt storms to be so
personal that he had given them names.By this time the book was really taking shape and
assuming some of that quality which has led so many people to question me about its
beginnings. In previous similar books the focus of interest was strongly upon the human
characters, and the center about which they revolved was not much stressed in the writing, but
in Storm the dominating character was to be Maria. More than any human character, as much
perhaps as all of them put together, she was to be the center of attention. Her birth, growth,
adventures, and final death were to be the main vortex of the story, with the various little
human beings and their troubles and triumphs isolated here and there around the edges.At this
point I must apologize for not being able to go further. Since I did not keep a diary or date my
notes, I cannot say just when I grasped this essential idea or just what was the background of
reading or conversation or observation which made it spring into my mind suddenly, as such
ideas do.Once I had grasped what the plot was really to be, Storm was an interesting though
strenuous book to work at. When a bad storm broke, I took to the road—up to the Pass, out
with the Highway Patrol, through the flooded Sacramento Valley. I talked with the men, and saw
what they were doing, and I was sometimes cold and wet and hungry along with them. Not the
least among my later pleasures was to get comments and letters from men who might have
stood for the originals of Rick or Johnny Martley, and to find that they knew the book to be
genuine.Re-reading the book now after some years, I find a number of things that I might say
about it, but there is no need to try to put leading-strings on a reader. If you find the attitudes a
little grim, however, you should remember that the text was largely written during those grim
and terrible months of Dunkirk and the fall of France.Another little point—although I don’t really
care particularly, still I always thought of Maria and pronounced the name in the old-fashioned
English and American way. The soft Spanish pronunciation is fine for some heroines, but our
Maria here is too big for any man to embrace and much too boisterous. So put the accent on
the second syllable, and pronounce it “rye.”—George R. Stewart1947STORMEvery theory of
the course of events in nature is necessarily based on some process of simplification of the
phenomena and is to some extent therefore a fairy tale.—SIR NAPIER SHAWManual of
Meteorology: I, 123IN GRATITUDE FOR GENEROUS ASSISTANCE THIS BOOK IS
DEDICATED TOCalifornia Division of HighwaysCalifornia Division of Water
ResourcesCalifornia Highway PatrolCity of Berkeley Police DepartmentPacific Gas and Electric
CompanyPacific Telephone and Telegraph CompanyPan American Airways CompanySouthern
Pacific CompanyTranscontinental & Western Air, IncUnited Air LinesUnited States Coast
GuardUnited States EngineersUnited States Weather BureauUniversity of CaliforniaWestern
Pacific Railroad CompanyFIRST DAY1Enveloped in the gaseous film of the atmosphere, half-
covered by a skim of water forming the oceans—the great sphere of the earth spun upon its
axis and moved inflexibly in its course around the sun. Continuously, in the succession of day
and night, season and season, year and year, the earth had received heat from the sun, and
again lost into space that same amount of heat. But this balance of the entire sphere did not
hold for its individual parts. The equatorial belt received yearly much more heat than it radiated
off, and the polar regions lost much more heat than they received. Nevertheless the one was



not growing hotter while the others sank toward absolute zero. Instead, at once tempering
cosmic extremes and maintaining equilibrium with the sun, by a gigantic and complex
circulation, the poles constantly cooled the tropics and the tropics reciprocally warmed the
poles.In this process, cold currents bore icebergs toward the equator, and warm currents
moved poleward. But even these vast rivers of the oceans achieved only a small part of the
necessary whole.In the stupendous work of transport the paramount agent was the
atmosphere, thin and insignificant though it was in comparison with the monstrous earth itself.
Within the atmosphere the chief equalizers of heat were the great winds—the trades and anti-
trades, the monsoons, the tropical hurricanes, the polar easterlies, and (most notable of all) the
gigantic whirling storms of the temperate zones, which in the stateliest of earthly processions
moved ever along their sinuous paths, across ocean and continent, from the setting toward the
rising sun.2Early in November, had come “Election-Day rains.” Chilling after the warmth of
October, low-lying clouds blew in from the southwest, thick with moisture from the Pacific. The
golden-brown hills of the Coast Ranges grew darker beneath the downpour. In the Great Valley
summer-dry creeks again ran water. Upon the Sierra the snow fell steadily. The six-month dry
season was over.Between drenching showers the sun shone brightly, warming the earth.
Thousands of hillsides were suddenly green with the sprouted grass. In the valleys, overnight,
the square miles of summer fallow became fields of new wheat and barley. Stockmen talked
jovially to one another—a good year! Farmers in irrigated districts thought comfortably of rising
water-tables and filling reservoirs. In the towns the merchants gave larger orders to wholesale
houses.November ended with two weeks of good growing-weather. The grass and the grain
sucked moisture from the soil, and spread lush blades in the sunshine.December came in—
days still warm and sunny, nights clear, with a touch of frost in the valleys and on the higher
hills. Farmers began to look more often to the south—but there were no clouds. Stockmen no
longer went about slapping one another on the back; instead, they went secretly and inquired
the price of cotton-seed meal at the Fresno mills. As the weeks passed, storekeepers grew
chary about granting credit.By Christmas, the green of the pasture-lands and the wide grain
fields showed a faint cast of yellow. In favored spots the grass was six inches tall; but the
blades were curled a little, and at the edges were brownish red. Where cattle had grazed, the
ragged ends still showed.The city-folk went about congratulating themselves on the fine
weather. The tourist trade was flourishing. On New Year’s Day the sports experts broadcasting
the football games talked almost as much about the fine weather as about the passes.But just
after the first of the year pessimistic crop-reports from California helped send the price of
barley up a half cent on the Chicago exchange. That same day, six great trucks with trailers,
heavy-laden with cotton-seed meal, plugged up the highway from Fresno; the richer stockmen
had started to buy feed.So, in the first weeks of the new year a winter drought lay tense upon
the land.3From Siberia the wide torrent of air was sweeping southward—from death-cold
Verkhoyansk, from the frigid basin of the Lena, from thick-frozen Lake Baikal. The great wind
poured over the Desert of Gobi. Even the hardy nomads winced; the long-haired northern
camels stirred uneasily; the rough-coated ponies shivered; all sound of running water was
hushed. High in the air swirled the dust blown up from the desert. Over the mountain-jagged
rim of the table-land the wind poured forth; through all the gaps and passes of the Khingan
Mountains, down the gorge of the Hwang-ho. As in centuries past, it stormed across the Great
Wall, asking no emperor’s leave. Swifter than Tartar, more terrible than Mongol, more pitiless
than Manchu, it swept down upon the plains of China.Descending from the plateau and
entering a warmer region, the air lost some of its arctic coldness; nonetheless, in the ancient
northern capital the chill struck into men’s blood. By day, a sun like tarnished brass shone



without warmth through clouds of yellow dust. By night, the eyes saw nothing, but the dryness
and smell of dust pinched the nostrils. The fur-coated foreigners (as was their birthright)
blasphemed at the weather; the thin-clad, shivering coolies moved stoically about their
business. Nightly in hovel and doorway, huddling in corners, some scores of the poor froze
slowly to death.Southward along the coast of China ran that river of air. Among the hills of
Shantung it was still an iron-cold blast, but on the plain of the Yangtze its power was less. In
Nanking and Shanghai the ice formed only in quieter, shallower pools.The air at last swung
away from the coast, and moved out over the sea; with every mile of passage across the water
it grew more moist and temperate. Through a thinning yellow haze the sun pierced more
warmly. Now the wind was no longer a gale, scarcely even a strong breeze. The polar fury was
spent. But still, east by south, the river of air flowed on across the China Sea toward the far
reaches of the Pacific.4In mid-afternoon the front of the Siberian air-mass was pushing slowly
across the island-studded ocean which lies east of China and south of Japan. Its cold heavy air
clung close to the surface of the water. Advancing thus as a northeasterly breeze, it forced
backward the warmer, lighter air ahead of it, and occasionally pushed beneath this air
vigorously enough to cause a shower.This opposing and retreating air had lain, some days
previous, over the tropical ocean near the Philippine Islands. A storm had taken it northeast,
shedding rain, clear to the Japanese coast; it had then moved slowly back before the pressure
of the cold wave. By this northern foray it had lost its extreme humidity and warmth, and
become temperate rather than tropical. Nevertheless it still remained warmer and more moist
than the air which had swept down from Siberia.The advance of the northern air and
corresponding retreat of the southern were related, like all movements in the atmosphere, to
conditions existing concurrently over the whole earth. The conditions of this particular day were
such that the advance was losing its vigor and becoming slower.An hour before sunset, one
section of the front reached a small island—a mere mountain-peak above the ocean. A dead-
tired man may stumble over a pebble and fall; but his weariness, rather than the pebble, is the
cause. Similarly, a vigorously advancing front would simply have swept over and around the
island, but now the obstruction caused an appreciable break, and a hesitant eddy, about a mile
in diameter, began to form—weakened—took shape again. At one point the southern air no
longer yielded passively to the northern, but actively flowed up its slope, as up a gradual hill.
Rising, this air grew cooler, and from it a fine drizzle began to fall. This condensation of water
in turn further warmed the air, and caused it to press up the slope more steadily with still
further condensation. The process thus became self-perpetuating and self-strengthening.The
movement of this advancing warm air was now a little southwest breeze, where previously all
the flow of air had been from the northeast. With this new breeze, air which was still warmer
and more moist moved in from the south along the near-by section of the original front,
renewing its vigor and causing a little shower. All these new and renewed activities—winds,
drizzle, and shower—were now arranged in complex but orderly fashion around a single
point.As from the union of two opposite germ-cells begins a life, so from the contact of
northern and southern air had sprung something which before had not been. As a new life, a
focus of activity, begins to develop after its kind and grow by what it feeds on, so in the air that
complex of forces began to develop and grow strong. A new storm had been born.5The ship’s
course lay almost due west. Her position was about three hundred miles southeast of
Yokohama, but her port was Foochow on the coast of China, still fourteen hundred miles
distant.At seven that evening when the radio-operator came on deck, he found that the weather
had changed. He noted breaks in the high cloud-deck beneath which the ship had been
moving for several days. The air seemed both cool and dry, in comparison with the former half-



tropical suavity. Automatically, he looked at the smoke-wisp trailing behind; knowing the ship’s
course, he estimated that in the last hour the wind had veered from about two points south of
west to an equal angle north of west.Since one of his duties was to read the instruments and
report to shore stations, the radio-operator felt more than the usual seafaring-man’s interest in
the weather. He stepped in to look at the barometer; it had fallen slightly, but not enough to
matter. In January a typhoon was unlikely; and besides, the international reports showed no
disturbance in the region which they were now traversing.Nevertheless, about eight o’clock a
light drizzle began. This increased to a steady gentle rain; but the air was warmer than before.
The light wind had backed sharply, and was now from the southwest. The smoke rose almost
vertically. After a few minutes the rain ceased, but the ship still moved beneath the low cloud-
deck. The air was again warm and oppressive as it had been on preceding days.A quarter of
an hour later, the weather changed again. A gust of wind, not enough to be called a squall,
raised a few white-caps. Along with it but scarcely of ten seconds’ duration, a sudden shower
spattered the deck with large raindrops. The temperature seemed to drop immediately at least
ten degrees.“Queer weather!” remarked the radio-operator to the second officer, at the same
time noticing the smoke. It was trailing off to port, again indicating a northerly wind; moreover,
instead of rising, the smoke lay close to the surface of the ocean.“Something getting ready to
begin,” said the second officer. “Hope it’s not for us.”There was, however, no further marked
change. At nine o’clock—noon by Greenwich time—the radio-operator began to make his
observations, preparatory to reporting to the nearest shore station. He recorded the barometer
at 1011, slightly higher than at the time of the shower. He noted the Fahrenheit temperature at
55, fourteen degrees cooler than on the preceding evening. The wind was a steady breeze
from the northwest. The cloud-deck was breaking, and a new moon, low in the west, shone
over the ocean-surface.West toward the Chinese coast the ship plowed on steadily. “Whatever
we ran through back there,” said the radio-operator, “we’re done with it.” Then he sniffed
curiously. “Funny thing—hundreds of miles at sea, and I’d swear I smell dust!”6The new Junior
Meteorologist ($2,000 a year) was working at his table. The telephone rang and he answered it
mechanically. “Weather Bureau. . . . Fair tonight and Wednesday; no change in temperature;
moderate northwest winds. . . . You’re welcome.” He clicked down the receiver with
unnecessary vigor, showing his irritation. In the five weeks since he had come to work in the
Bureau, the weather had been inane. Sometimes he wanted to take up the telephone and
shout into it: “Blizzards, lightning, and hurricanes!” But as he bent over his table again, irritation
oozed away. Instead, there swelled up within him the joy of the workman, of the scientist, even
of the artist. For, as he often told himself, his present task was the only one of his daily
assignments over which he could work with some degree of calm and detachment. It was not
like the hurried preparation of the early morning map upon which the forecasts were based. His
present work had its uses, but they were a little removed from the immediate present.On the
table lay a large map which he had almost finished preparing. It was large not only by its own
dimensions but also by its coverage of about one half the northern hemisphere. At its top were
the Arctic regions; from these the two continents slanted down—to the right, North America,
the left, the eastern portion of Asia. In the center of the map stretched the great spaces of the
North Pacific Ocean. The outline of land and sea, the parallels and meridians, the names and
numbers of weather stations formed the printed background. Upon this the Junior
Meteorologist had entered the current weather data as they had been reported by radio and
telegraph, internationally, some hours earlier.Visitors to the Weather Bureau found such a map
confused and unintelligible. But to its maker it was simple, beautiful, and inspiring. Now he was
giving it the final revision; with the care of a poet polishing a quatrain, he erased an inch of one



line and redrew it with slightly altered curve.He laid aside his eraser and colored pencils, and
sat back to look at the work. Involuntarily, he breathed a little more deeply. To him, as to some
archangel hovering in the ninth heaven, the weather lay revealed. Suppose that the telephone
should ring and some voice inquire the weather in Kamchatka, upon Laysan Island, or at
Aklavik in the frozen delta of the Mackenzie. He could reply not only as to what the weather
actually was but also with fair assurance as to what it would most likely be in the near
future.The first sweeping glance assured him that nothing exceptional or unforeseen had
happened in the twenty-four hours since he had prepared the last similar map. Antonia had
moved about as he had expected. Cornelia and the others were developing normally. Not at
any price would the Junior Meteorologist have revealed to the Chief that he was bestowing
names—and girls’ names—upon those great moving low-pressure areas. But he justified the
sentimental vagary by explaining mentally that each storm was really an individual and that he
could more easily say (to himself, of course) “Antonia” than “the low-pressure center which was
yesterday in latitude one-seventy-five East, longitude forty-two North.”The game, nevertheless,
was beginning to play out. At first he had christened each new-born storm after some girl he
had known—Ruth, Lucy, Katherine. Then he had watched eagerly, hoping in turn that each of
these little storms might develop in proper fashion to bring the rain. But one after another they
had failed him. Of late the supply of names had run short, and he had been relying chiefly upon
long ones ending in -ia which suggested actresses or heroines of books rather than girls he
had ever known.Upon the present map four such storms stood out boldly—concentricities of
black-pencil curves about centers marked LOW, the curves sharpening to angles as they
crossed certain red, blue, or purple lines. Sylvia was a vigorous storm now centering over
Boston; it—or she—had just brought heavy snowfall to the northeastern states and was now
moving out to sea, leaving a cold-snap behind. Felicia was a weak disturbance over Manitoba;
she had little past and probably not much future. Cornelia was a large mature storm centering
four hundred miles at sea southeast of Dutch Harbor. Antonia, young and still growing, was
moving out into mid-ocean some two thousand miles behind Cornelia. In spite of their
distances apart, the storms overlapped, and a curved belt of disturbed weather thus extended
from Nova Scotia clear across to Japan.In the western United States, however, and over the
adjacent part of the Pacific Ocean the black curves nowhere crossed colored lines or
sharpened to angles; they lay far apart and were drawn about points marked HIGH. To the
Junior Meteorologist these were all obvious signs of clear calm weather. In the jargon of his
trade, this region was covered by “the semi-permanent Pacific High.” He looked at it
malignantly. Then he smiled, for he noticed that the High had today accidentally assumed the
shape of a gigantic dog’s head. Rising from the Pacific waters it looked out stupidly across the
continent. The blunt nose just touched Denver; the top of the head was in British Columbia. A
small circle over southern Idaho supplied an eye; three concentric ovals pointing southwest
from the California coast furnished a passable ear.Dog’s head or not—the Pacific High was no
laughing matter for California. While it remained, every storm advancing in boldly from the
Pacific would sheer off northeastward. A drenching rain would pour down upon the south
Alaskan coast and Vancouver Island; a steady drizzle in Seattle and Portland. But San
Francisco and the Great Valley would have only cloud, while still farther south Los Angeles
would continue to bake in the sunshine. In its actuality, invisible to man’s eye, the Pacific High
lay upon the map as clearly as a mountain range—and not less important than the Sierra
Nevada itself in its effects upon the people of California.Far away from the American coast, in
the upper left-hand corner of the map, long lines which were close together and almost parallel
ran from the interior of Asia southward to China and then curved eastward into the Pacific. To



the Junior Meteorologist this too was a commonplace—the visible sign of that great river of
wind, the winter monsoon, at work pouring out the cold air from Siberia. He noted in passing
that the temperature at Peiping was eight below zero Fahrenheit. With more professional
interest he let his eyes follow along those curving lines which ran into the Pacific.Here and
there in this region as elsewhere in the ocean he saw a little cluster of notations representing
the weather reports furnished by radio from some vessel. Over one of these he paused. The
ship, three hundred miles southeast of Yokohama, had reported a barometric pressure of 1011,
but by its position on the map it should have reported about 1012. A difference of one millibar,
he realized, was inconsiderable and might easily result from an inaccurate barometer or from a
careless reading of the instrument. For these reasons he had at first permitted himself to
neglect this particular report. But now he reconsidered.The ship’s position was about half way
between the island weather-stations of Hatidyosima to the north and Titijima to the south,
about two hundred miles distant from each. But the temperature of the air at the ship was only
two degrees warmer than at Hatidyosima, whereas it was twelve degrees colder than at
Titijima. This was clear indication that the ship had already been engulfed in the cooler air
which was sweeping out with the monsoon, and that somewhere between the ship and the
southern island the cooler air which had come from the north would be pushing against the
warmer southern air. He himself had already recognized this fact by drawing a blue line,
indicative of a “cold front,” from the center of Antonia westward and southward clear to the
Chinese coast. Along such a boundary between cool and warm air a new storm was almost
certain to form somewhere.No other ships reported from that vicinity. Glancing at the wind-
arrows of the two island stations, he saw that they tended to contradict rather than confirm the
reading of the ship’s barometer. Hatidyosima had a northeast wind instead of northwest;
Titijima a west wind instead of south or southwest. Practically, he realized, the whole matter
was of no importance, but he felt the twinge of scientific curiosity and the challenge of a difficult
problem.Methodically he checked back over the maps of the last ten days, and determined that
there had never before been an occasion to doubt the accuracy of the reports from this
particular ship. He paused a moment with eraser held above the blue line. The ship’s
barometer-reading, he considered, along with the general probability of the whole situation
indicated an incipient storm. The failure of the island reports to confirm would mean only that
the disturbance was as yet too small to have affected them. This in itself lent a piquancy, for
seldom was it possible to spot a storm so close to its beginning.He erased a little section of the
blue line, and drew in a red line at such an angle as to indicate a shallow wave. Then around
the crest of the wave as center he drew a black line in the shape of a tiny football; this he
labeled 1011, and inside it he printed, in minute letters, LOW. So much accomplished, he again
surveyed his work, and smiled.As a baby possesses the parts of the adult, so the baby storm
displayed as in caricature the features of a mature storm. The red line symbolized the “warm
front” along which the southern air was advancing and sliding over the northern; the blue line
symbolized the “cold front” where the northern air was advancing and pushing beneath the
southern. The black line shaped like a football was an isobar, indicating a barometric pressure
of 1011 around the center of low pressure, symbolizing also the complete circuit of winds
around that point. As a baby is without teeth, so also the storm was lacking in some attributes
of maturity. But just as surely as a baby is a human being, so also was his new discovery a
storm in charming miniature—provided always that he had rightly analyzed the situation.For a
moment he looked contentedly at his creation, and then glanced over the Pacific, considering
the future. The general set-up seemed to indicate that in the next twenty-four hours the new
storm would move rapidly eastward. As it moved, it could grow both in area and in intensity; its



winds becoming stronger, its rains heavier.Suddenly his fingers itched for a slide-rule. He
remembered his training under professors who considered weather a branch of physics; his
own thesis—almost entirely complicated equations—had won him High Honors. Such
equations now flashed into his mind with photographic exactitude; they dealt with velocities and
accelerations, with the Coriolis force, and frictionless horizontal rectilinear flow. They contained
such delightful terms as ½Ait2, 9EC�Ã�À and 2mv<• sin =Rà To a well-trained mathematical
meteorologist they were more beautiful than Grecian urns.He shrugged his shoulders. The
local Weather Bureau had to deal in immediate practicality; there was little need and no time
for mathematical abstractions. And besides—he was forced to admit—with data supplied by a
single ship and by weather stations two hundred miles from the center of activity, the
application of highly refined methods was hardly warranted.With resignation he again turned
his attention to the map, and considered the lonely cluster of notations in the ocean. That
particular ship, he presumed, had just passed through the area of disturbance. In a few hours it
had probably crossed the boundary between warm and cold air more than once, and had
experienced changeable but not very pronounced weather. The ship was moving west; the
storm, like all such storms, was moving easterly. Ship and storm would not meet again, and yet
for a moment the two lingered together in his thoughts. Doubtless the ship would be of interest
to sailors, but to him it seemed wholly dull and mechanical. It might be one of twenty built to the
same specifications, indistinguishable from the others unless you were close enough to read
the name. But the storm! He felt the sudden rise of feeling along his spine. A storm lived and
grew; no two were ever the same.This one—this incipient little whorl, come into being
southeast of Japan—would live its own life, for good or for bad, just as much as some human
child born the same hour. With the luck of favorable conditions it would grow and prosper to a
fine old age for a storm; just as possibly it might languish, or be suddenly annihilated.There
remained one other detail, and this called for no marks on the map. He must name the baby.
He considered a moment for more names in -ia, and thought of Maria. It was more homely than
Antonia or Cornelia; it did not even sound like them. But it was a name. And, as if he had been
a minister who had just christened a baby, he found himself smiling and benign, inchoately
wishing it joy and prosperity. Good luck, Maria!SECOND DAY1As a crab moves on the ocean-
bottom, but is of the water, so man rests his feet upon the earth—but lives in the air. Man thinks
of the crab as a water-animal; illogically and curiously, he calls himself a creature of the
land.As water environs the crab, so air surrounds, permeates, and vivifies the body of man. If
traces of noxious gas mingle with it, he coughs and his complexion turns deathly gray. If it
becomes overcharged with water-droplets, he gropes helplessly in fog. If it moves too fast, he
becomes a pitiable wind-swept creature, cowering in cellars and ditches. Even for rain he is
dependent on air. If actually removed from air, he dies immediately.Physicists describe the air
as tasteless, odorless, and invisible. It could not well be otherwise. But these are not so much
its qualities as adjustments of man. For if the air impressed the senses, being at the same time
all-pervasive, it would necessarily obscure all other tastes, odors, and sights.Air is so bound up
with man’s life that only with difficulty can he realize its existence as something in itself. To a
savage it is as much an abstraction as consciousness; a child can conceive wind, which is air
in motion, but not air itself. In our own language, wind, mist, and rain are ancient words, but air
is a late and learned borrowing of a Greek word, which itself originally meant wind.In his pre-
natal months, indeed, man is aquatic. But thrust forth into the atmosphere—small and red—he
sucks in a first breath spasmodically, and owes his allegiance to air. Seventy years later, a
nurse stands by an old man’s bed, waiting for what is known as “the last breath.”Even among
the so-called land-animals, man is less than most bound to the earth. His tree-dwelling



ancestors may have descended to the ground furtively, as to a foreign and hostile region; in
civilization people spend most of their time upon raised platforms called floors.As individual
men move in a too well-known landscape without noticing its features, so man—fallaciously—
takes for granted the all-pervasive air. His historians deal in lands and seas. But most
movements of peoples have been not so much quests for better countries as for better
atmospheric conditions. “A place in the sun” explains much of history more exactly than we
usually realize, except that just as often we should say, “A place in the rain.” A thunderstorm in
hay-time may overthrow a ministry, and a slight average rise or fall of temperature may topple a
throne; a shift in the storm-track can ruin an empire. In the twentieth century a temporary
variation of rainfall put Okies upon the highway by the hundred-thousand, just as in the third
century a similar shift might in a single year hurl the Huns against the Chinese frontier and set
the blue-painted Caledonians swarming at Hadrian’s Wall. In the mass as in the individual, man
is less a land-animal than a creature of the air.2At five minutes to four on January mornings
there was never any sign of dawn. Few buildings showed lights, and the Chief, still sleepy, felt
himself steering from street-lamp to street-lamp like the captain of a coastwise steamer laying
his course from one lighthouse to the next. An occasional truck passed by, showing that even
at that hour the city did not entirely give over activity.One advantage of getting to work so early
was that at least you had no parking troubles. As he walked across to Tom’s All-Night Coffee
Shop, he took a professional survey of weather conditions. No moon, stars bright everywhere,
cloudless; fresh breeze from the northwest; temperature safely above frost; a typical winter
morning for San Francisco.“Fair and warmer,” said Tom.“If it doesn’t rain,” replied the Chief,
completing the formula begun so many years back that they had forgotten the original
joke.“Orange juice, coffee, snail.”“Right, Chief,” said Tom, putting a morning paper on the
counter.The Chief glanced at the headlines without enthusiasm—rumbles of war, labor crises,
political strife. He felt a stirring of pride at his own international profession in which you were
pitted against natural forces, not your fellow-men. By association of thought he glanced out of
the window. A row of electric lights now shone brightly from the flat roof of the Federal Building
just across the street; one of the boys must just have gone up to read the instruments. Tom’s
clock pointed at four—but that meant noon, Greenwich time. At this minute, everywhere,
observers in weather stations were peering at thermometers and barometers and scanning the
sky to see how much of it was cloud-covered.He had a sudden thought of the whole world and
all those observers. In London and Paris they would read the instruments and have plenty of
time left before lunch. In Rio it was nine in the morning; in New York, seven. Here on the Pacific
Coast men turned out sleepily at a very inconvenient hour. But Alaska was even worse off. By
the time you got around to New Zealand, the observer most likely stayed up till he read his
instruments and went to bed afterward. The Japs had an easy time of it—about nine in the
evening. In Bombay it might be sundown; in Athens and Cape Town, early afternoon. Ships at
sea changed hours as they moved. And what about the Arctic stations? There it was night all
winter anyway, and perhaps a man arranged his private life by whatever time was most
convenient.He came back from his survey of the world as Tom set breakfast before
him.“What’ya goin’ t’give us t’day, Chief?”“Hn-n? Nothing much today, Tom, I don’t
believe.”“Time y’were scarin’ somethin’ up for us. Sure could use a rain.”Tom moved off to a
new customer. The drought was really getting bad, the Chief reflected, when the proprietor of
an all-night-restaurant began talking about it.Down the counter Tom was obviously telling the
newcomer who the other fellow was. The Chief had long known that he was Tom’s most
treasured exhibit. He could hear the not-too-well-muffled voice.“Yessir, that’s Old Weather Man
himself.”“Yu-don’t-say!” The Chief caught the tone of mingled surprise and awe. A lot of people,



he knew from experience, never quite sensed any difference between predicting weather and
making weather.Tom’s coffee still warm within him, the Chief walked along the lighted corridor
on the top floor of the Federal Building. On the right were the Administration offices; on the left,
the Climatological Division. Both were still dark. Only ahead could he see light shining through
a glass door; it bore the words: FORECASTING DIVISION. At that point the Chief felt his
regular tingle of professional pride. Administration—that meant stenographers and mailing-lists
and pay-checks, just what you found in a thousand other offices in the city. Climatology—that
was only endless statistics about dead weather. But Forecasting—that was the battle-
line.“Hello, Whitey. . . . How are you, boys? . . . Any reports in yet?”“Nothing yet, sir,” said
Whitey.In the chart room stood a long table divided into four sections, a draftsman’s stool at
each. On the nearest stool sat the new Junior Meteorologist; he had almost finished the plotting
of air soundings taken at various Pacific Coast stations that night. The Chief looked at the
graphs. Phoenix, San Diego, Burbank. The lines ran upward and inclined off to the left; here
and there they showed angles; a definite reversal of direction marked the point at which each
balloon had entered the stratosphere. Oakland, Medford, Spokane. In a minute his practiced
brain had summarized what was happening in the upper air over the district.The next chart
displayed the winds of the western United States at two-thousand-foot intervals from the
surface up to fourteen thousand feet. Upon the first map the arrows pointed in many directions,
for at the surface local relations of hill and valley were often the determining factors. The two-
and four-thousand-foot maps were largely blank, for the mountain stations were actually above
that level. At six and eight thousand the map filled in, and a fairly simple wind-pattern began to
appear. At ten thousand and higher all the winds were strong and from the west.Just as the
Chief was finishing his survey, the sudden click of a teletype-machine sounded from the next
room. Involuntarily, he smiled. It was like a bugle-call. During the next hour his life would move
at its fastest.“Who’s chart-man this morning?” he said.“I am, sir,” said Whitey.“Good.”The Chief
turned from the long table to the smaller one which stood in a windowed alcove. His own chair
was in the alcove facing inward. Opposite it, across a large table, was a chair for the chart-man.
On the table lay a large outline map of North America and the adjacent waters, a tiny circle
representing each weather station. As yet only the local report had been entered; the wind-
arrow and little cluster of figures at San Francisco stood lonely and conspicuous against the
vast area of continent and ocean.By now more than one teletype was sounding. Whitey came
in with the first batch of reports, settled into his seat, and with a fine-pointed fountain pen
began entering the data. An arrow graphically indicated wind-direction, and the number of
barbs the wind-force. The amount and design of the shading within the tiny circle showed cloud
conditions. Figures and other symbols served to record pressure, temperature, humidity, and
other conditions as needed. North Platte, Concordia, Omaha, Sioux City. The map no longer
looked so empty in the region of the Missouri Valley. Knoxville, Charlotte, Atlanta, Charleston.
Whitey was working with the speed and accuracy of a machine. Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Washington.Until the map was nearly finished, the Chief could not really begin his work. He
walked into the teletype room. As he entered, its activity seemed to rise in crescendo. The
machines clicked like maddened typists; their bells rang; conveyors from the vacuum tubes
plunked into their baskets.To an outsider, everything might have seemed insane confusion; to
the Chief, it was the ordered rhythm of life. That machine which kept clicking out messages
with scarcely a break—he knew that its impulses came from an office in Chicago which served
as clearing-house for the weather reports of half the continent. Another machine clicked
continuously and in addition, as if in mere exuberant good spirits, loudly rang a bell every few
seconds. This was the Weather Bureau’s own wire linking together the stations along air-lines.



The other four machines, serving local telegraph and radio stations, were sometimes silent, but
by contrast their bursts of activity seemed even more feverish. To add to the confusion one of
his own men was cutting a teletype ribbon, for at the proper moment San Francisco must
become a sending station and report the local conditions to the rest of the world.In spite of
years of routine the Chief felt a deep smoldering excitement; the moment drew nearer. Will the
good priest ever fail to stir as the ritual of the mass rises to the climax? Will the true actor, even
after a thousand nights, take as a matter of course the cue which yields him the stage for his
great scene? And for the Chief this was no mere ritual or drama, passing inevitably toward a
fixed end. It was a contest, a battle, in which the mighty forces of the air were preparing against
him unknown attacks and ambushes. He hurried back to see how the map was shaping
up.Whitey was still working like a high-speed machine. Winnipeg, The Pas, Qu’Appelle, Swift
Current. Most of the United States and Canada was now filled in. Between California and
Hawaii a dozen ships had reported. Taking up a new batch of radio messages, Whitey dropped
some thousands of miles southward and began with ships along the Mexican west coast; this
work was a little slower, for he had to locate latitude and longitude. Nansu, Olaf Maersk, San
Roque, City of Brownleigh. A moment later he was back above the Arctic Circle in the
Canadian Northwest where stations lonelier than ships sent out the readings of their
instruments by radio through the polar night. Coppermine, Aklavik, Fort Norman, Chesterfield
Inlet.
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Moonchild1, “Philosophical and scientific implications of the "butterfly-effect" and cause and
effect.. I have not the time to write a lengthy review. But this book about weather, how weather
conditions are formed, and how serious weather conditions can become. The book is seriously
entertaining, truly. But, and this is the catch, you would not believe how educationally and
informative this book is about weather, and weather conditions. And if one understands the
"butterfly effect," cause and effect relationships, this book is a must read. If you'll trust my
review, I can almost promise you will enjoy this read. Were I in the classroom and wanted to
teach my students cause and effect relationships, how to understand and appreciate the
"butterfly" concept, I would have them read this book.  :>)”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Could have been a real event.. So well researched I could have been
reading a series of news accounts. Hard to believe this book is 80 years old because the
events described and the way they were described are timeless.”
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but more importantly, this novel is a lesson in the power of weather and especially the might of
storms that we generally don't understand the develpment of. We take the weather for granted
at our peril.”

Al C, “Great. All nicely done”

Harold Kerr, “fascinating, of its time and kind. Makes the storm its own character, without
making it human. Describing a time gone by, with an eye to the ephemeral nature of humanity.
Truly sui generis, its own kind.”
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